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FOCUS GROUP’S DATA

- 81 participants/390 responses
- Highest number were student responses, then staff & parents
- Student responses were the most similar
- Staff responses were the least similar
- Purpose results more similar than Vision responses
PURPOSE THEMES

1. Education for a successful future
   “So people can be happy adults”

2. Fun & happy place to learn

3. Dynamic diversity supports the development of global citizens
VISION THEMES

1. Sustainable, eco-friendly & environmentally friendly school site
2. Personalised learning, resource access (especially technology devices), paperless site, digital workbooks
3. More subjects- especially science, languages & sports
4. Bigger, greener playground
DRAFT SCHOOL VISION STATEMENT

At Darlington Public School we EDUCATE ON PURPOSE.

Our vision is that all students receive strong educational foundations on which independent, critical thinking, life long learners are developed.

Our goal is that all Darlington Public school students are able to use their educational opportunities to make a positive difference in their own lives and in the wider community.
DRAFT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

1. STUDENT VOICE

PURPOSE- Strengthen the culture of student leadership, social consciousness, activism and engagement in all areas of school life

2. TEACHING AND LEARNING

PURPOSE- Targeted and purposeful teaching programming and practices which provide explicit foundations for all student achievement

3. COLLABORATIVE LEARNING NETWORK

PURPOSE- Personalised teacher professional learning and leadership development programs for all staff, including regular engagement with the Newtown Learning Network